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USAID supports the International Organization for Migration (IOM) in Colombia through the Recruitment 
Prevention and Reintegration (RPR) Program. The RPR Program provides institutional strengthening 
for the Government of Colombia (GOC) to support legal, social and economic reintegration services to 
demobilized adults and disengaged children, as well as to prevent new recruitment.

The GOC supports demobilized adults through its Colombian Reintegration Agency (ACR). The 
DDR initiatives of the ACR aim to fulfill the following objectives: 1) Create conditions for demobilized 
ex-combatants to become independent citizens, 2) Strengthen socio-economic conditions in receptor 
communities, and 3) Promote reconciliation.

Children and adolescents who disengage from illegal armed groups, recognized as victims, receive special 
attention through programs and policies led by the Colombian Family Welfare Institute (ICBF) through 
its Specialized Assistance Program, which aims to reestablish and guarantee rights with special emphasis 
on protection, education and health.

On Monday, July 18th, Colombia’s Constitutional Court approved the plebiscite for the 
peace accords. This mechanism uses a popular vote to either legitimize or reject a 
single issue, and will potentially take place around October this year. Citizens will have 
the opportunity to vote either “yes” or “no” for the peace accords and the results will be 
binding for President Santos. Voters will not have the typical electoral option of “voto en 
blanco” – i.e., voting neither for nor against, but registering a vote nonetheless – and 
the process will require 4.5 million votes (13% of the Colombian voting population) 
to be valid. A positive vote will catalyze the constitutional reforms process required to 
implement the accords.1  Additionally, the Constitutional Court deemed it acceptable 
for public officials to lead campaigns regarding the plebiscite, though these campaigns 
may not be used to promote particular parties or candidates, nor may they use state 
resources.2 Analysts predict animated opposition from the Centro Democratico party.3

On Sunday, July 24th, the joint GOC-FARC delegation released the work of the Gender Sub-
commission in Havana. Chief negotiators implemented the Sub-commission in September 
2014, two years after the start of the peace talks; it is the first commission of its kind to 
address gendered and LGBT community concerns during peace negotiations. 4 To this end, it 
has received testimonies and recommendations from victims (60% of those who visited 
Havana were women), 18 women’s and LGBT organizations, 10 experts on sexual 
violence, female ex-combatants from five other countries, and the permanent technical 
support of three experts from Colombia, Cuba, and Norway.5

Among the Gender Sub-commission’s contributions are the following: on the first point 
of rural reform, women will have differential access to educational opportunities, to 
the Land Trust (an early provision in the accords that guarantees access to land for 
certain underprivileged and conflict affected actors), and to mechanisms for closing 
the gender gap with regards to land ownership and retention. On the second point of 
political participation, risk assessments for violence against social leaders will include 
assessments of both gender- and sexual orientation-based discrimination and threats 
against their person or their families. The fourth point of the accords addresses both 
illicit drug production and consumption, and promises gender-based evaluations of 
participation in and effects of both. Most notably on the fifth point of victims, sexual 
violence will be excluded from all amnesty considerations, and the Truth Commission 
emerging from the peace talks will have a dedicated gender work group.
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A confrontation in the department of Meta between the FARC and the GOC broke the June 
23rd bilateral ceasefire agreed upon by the parties in. On Friday July 8th, FARC members of 
clashed with a special forces unit of the Colombian Army, which operates under a mandate of 
territorial monitoring, control, and protection of civilian populations. The reportedly accidental 
confrontation occurred within the context of an overarching mission coordinated by the United 
Nations, the Colombian Army, and the FARC, in which certain FARC members were set to leave 
their camps to either prepare the transitional zones where they will lay down arms, or to train 
with the UN on issues of monitoring and verification. In this instance, the FARC reportedly had 
inadvertently traveled outside of the agreed upon zones where security was guaranteed, due 
to using incorrect coordinates.6 No Colombian Army soldiers or civilians were harmed in the 
encounter, and uncertainty remains as to whether or not any FARC members were injured.7 No 
further breaks in the cease fire occurred throughout the month of July.

The First and Seventh Fronts of the FARC announced that they do not plan to lay down their 
arms in the event of a peace accord. The two fronts reportedly have combined operations in 
the eastern departments of Vaupes, Guaviare, and Meta, and comprise roughly 800 guerrillas 
(11% of the estimated 7,000 remaining FARC members), and both groups have links to lucrative 
illegal mining and drug trafficking operations.8 Conflicting accounts remain as to whether these 
announcements were the acts of a few financially-motivated leaders, or if they represent the 
intentions of entire blocs.9 In response, the FARC leadership asserted that economic interests are 
motivating the dissident factions, and stated that those who did not conform to the peace accord 
would be “putting themselves outside of the FARC-EP and [would not be able to] use its name, 
arms or properties for any purpose.”10 President Santos stated that any FARC who did not adhere 
to the peace agreement would be killed or imprisoned through ongoing war operations.11 

On July 30th, three FARC leaders who have had active roles in the peace negotiations in Havana 
– Pablo Catatumbo, Marco León Calarcá y Carlos Antonio Lozada – were appointed to lead the 
process of temporarily relocating the guerrillas to the areas where they will eventually lay down 
their arms.12
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On July 26th, Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos attempted to give new life to the stalled 
peace talks with the ELN by naming Carlos Velandia (alias ‘Felipe Torres’) y Gerardo Bermúdez 
(alias ‘Francisco Galán’) as representatives for the peace talks. The two men were previously 
members of the guerrilla group. Talks with the guerrillas have stalled since the March 30th 
announcement that the ELN would begin a peace process with the GOC. The GOC claims that 
this is due to the unmet requirement that the group stop its attacks and kidnapping practices; 
the ELN accuses the GOC of intentionally freezing the talks. President Santos issued a special 
resolution to remove outstanding warrants against Velandia and Bermúdez so that they might 
participate in future dialogues. They will still be required to attend their own judicial proceedings, 
however, which include charges of kidnapping, homicide, robbery, and participation in the ELN.13 
Both men ostensibly resigned from the guerrilla group years ago, and past clashes between 
Bermúdez and the ELN’s Central Command have resulted in some spokespersons from the ELN 
rejecting his presence on the negotiating team.14 Nonetheless, the guerrilla group still maintains 
that it is open to dialogues with the GOC.

FARCPEACE PROCESSES
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Data up to July 31, 2016
Figure 1: Total number of disengaged minors grouped by gender. Boys have historically 
been more frequently recruited than girls.
Figure 2: Numbers of minors who disengaged from each IAG. Most disen-gaged children 
were recruited by the FARC.
Figure 3: Total number of disengaged minors by ethnicity. Indigenous groups are 
disproportionately affected by recruitment.
Figure 4: Numbers of disengaged minors in each age group. The average age of 
recruitment is between 15 and 18 years old.

Sources for figures 1-4: ICBF Database, Unified Beneficiary Registry (RUI)
Figure 5: Total of number of male and female adults who demobilized from each IAG. 
he AUC had the lowest proportion of women.
Figure 6: The eight departments to which the highest numbers of ex-combatants relocate 
for their reintegration process.
Figure 7: Total number of demobilized adults by ethnicity.
Sources for figures 5-7: ICBF Database and ACR Reintegration Information System (SIR)

FIGURES & TRENDS
Disengaged Children & Adolescents

Demobilized Adults

LAST 6 MONTHS
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1. Armed Group
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4. Age
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OTHER
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5.8%

5.5%

5.3%

4.7%

3.9%

3.5%

SINCE 1999SINCE 1999 SINCE 1999

TOTAL 6,035

TOTAL 58,043

SINCE 2003 TOP 8 DEPARTMENTSSINCE 2003

* These data are estimates based on the information available
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On July 20th, the U.S.-Norwegian Demining Initiative gained momentum after a day-long 
planning summit. The Initiative involves the public and private sectors and NGOs with the 
mandate to combat the humanitarian damage caused by landmines and unexploded ordinance 
in post-conflict countries. Already, the Initiative has conducted a successful pilot program in 
Colombia.19 Additionally, Norway announced the same day that Colombia would comprise one 
of the 13 countries included in its 45 million euro support for demining projects. The Norwegian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs looks to eradicate land mines within 10 years.20

The Special Jurisdiction for Peace is a key transitional justice mechanism that will comprise part 
of the institutional infrastructure for Colombia’s post-conflict transition. The GOC has confirmed 
that it will only apply to those guerrillas who sign the final peace accord. Thus, should any 
dissident groups continue organized, armed action – such as the First Front that has threatened 
to do so - they will be subjected to ordinary justice proceedings against organized crime in the 
event of their capture.21

On July 26th, President Juan Manuel Santos announced that the operational procedures are almost 
ready for the FARC transitional zones where the guerrillas will gather to lay down their arms for up to 180 
days. The national government and local administrations are working with the public forces to finalize 
the protocols, which should be released prior to the signing of the final accord. The purpose of these 
documents is to ensure that the FARC transitional zones do not have a negative effect on the surrounding 
populations.22 The monitoring and verification of the zones falls under purview of the United Nations.

The five-day international summit occurred during the second full week of July and was 
designed to facilitate the exchange of best practices among international DDR leaders and 
policy makers. Humberto de la Calle, chief GOC negotiator in Havana, provided opening remarks 
for the event, which hosted representatives from Kenya, El Salvador, Guatemala, Azerbaijan, the 
United States, England, Northern Ireland, and the Philippines. Also present were demobilized 
guerrillas from other post-conflict settings, such as El Salvadorian ex-combatant María Ofelia 
Navarrete, who noted that “peace in Colombia will benefit all Colombians…[and], at the end 
of the day, the dissidents will be convinced that peace is better than war, as long as the peace 
accords are achieved.”18

A 23-member team of United Nations observers arrived this past week to complement the 
original group of 20 civilian staff in Colombia. The observers from Argentina, Bolivia, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay, and Uruguay will be responsible for monitoring and verifying the 
implementation of the bilateral ceasefire and final peace agreement.15 Eventually, 500 observers 
will participate in the mission, and will mostly comprise individuals from the Community of Latin 
American and Caribbean States (CELAC).16

The European Union Special Envoy to the Colombian peace process, Eamon Gilmore, announced 
on July 8th that the European Union is “totally committed” to support Colombia’s peace process. 
Gilmore made these remarks in Urabá on his fifth visit to the country and in conversation with 
the OEA, MAPP/OEA mission. He was accompanied by the European Union ambassador to 
Colombia, Ana Paula Zacarías.17
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Defense Minister Luis Carlos Villegas announced on July 27th various structural changes to 
the Colombian armed forces, which are designed to respond to anticipated new forms of post-
conflict security challenges.  The armed forces will increase efforts in several areas, including 
the following: peace-keeping operations, international cooperation, coverage of the country’s 
interior and frontier regions, demining operations, and participation in regional development 
initiatives.23

The High Commissioner for Peace, Sergio Jaramillo, and chief GOC negotiator in Havana, 
Humberto de la Calle, met with 13 indigenous leaders this month and agreed to create 
assurances that the implementation of the peace accords would include ongoing consultations 
with indigenous and Afro-Colombian leaders.24

Colombia’s Centro de Entrenamiento y Capacitacion para Operaciones de Paz (CENOPAZ) 
(peace-building operations training center) completed a two-week course in July titled “Gender 
in United Nations Peace-building Operations”. The course trained officials and sub-officials in 
the Air Force, Navy, and Marines on United Nation norms in such operations, and on how to 
recognize and address gender-based violations of human rights.25

The very public feud over the peace negotiations between ex-President, current-Senator Alvaro 
Uribe and current President Santos continues. Since 2010, ex-President Uribe has refused 
to return to the presidential palace, and has been the most outspoken and severe critic of 
the current leader’s efforts to arrive at a final peace accord with the FARC. President Santos 
wrote and published a July 10th letter to Uribe, noting that it was their responsibility to “lead 
by example so that they might guide the country on a path of reconciliation rather than one of 
confrontation.” In the letter, Santos asked for Uribe´s support so that he might “help the [GOC] 
with his indisputable leadership and without abandoning his critical independence” in order to 
help advance the peace process.26 Towards the end of the month, Uribe responded, saying that 
he and his Centro Democratico political party would be willing to discuss the peace accords in 
progress if there was a willingness on the part of the negotiators to revisit the issue of impunity, 
political eligibility, and Special Jurisdiction for Peace. As of the writing of this month’s Issues, 
that willingness has not materialized.27  

In Colombia, 88% of gold production occurs illegally, often involving the use of mercury, which 
enters the food and water supply of regional inhabitants. Roughly one-third of the country hosts 
illegal mining, and the operations have provided a robust source of revenues for organized 
crime and guerrilla insurgents. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime reports more 
than 2,000 hectares of vegetation and forests deforested each month in Colombia to support 
illegal mining activities; the deforestation is particularly pronounced in the same regions in 
which cocaine production has historically been strong.28 With the post-conflict restructuring of 
the Colombian armed forces, various branches will conduct more operations to combat these 
practices. The areas of the country most affected by illegal mining include Chocó, Antioquia, 
Bolívar, and Córdoba, as well as Nariño, Cauca, Valle, Caquetá, and Guainía.29 
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